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Swiitech Wireless Earbuds Headphones Pop-Up Auto Pairing Bluetooth
Earphones IOS/Android/Samsung in Ear Earbuds
$22.99

Quantity

1

Add to Cart

More payment options

►Latest Bluetooth 5.1 - Comparing to those with Bluetooth 5.1, wireless headphones will offer you twice speed of transmission and

more stable connection without the signal loss or music dropouts due to the newest bluetooth 5.1. The high compatibility allows it

to work on all your devices - cellphones, tablet, PC, laptop, game console even smart TV. The connection distance is up to 10m/33ft

so you can enjoy your favorite album when doing the housework with the mobile just left on the sofa 

🔋Enhanced Bass & 30H Playtime - Featuring the built-in 13mm large size speaker unit, our bluetooth earphones will achieve better

low-frequency dive, better low-frequency looseness, wider sound scale and greater sound clarity. The premium material also makes

diaphragms pliable to vibrate to create the lush, impressive and sublime sound. These earbuds can work up to 4-5H on a single

charge(About 1H charge time) and the exquisite case is able to charge them on-the-go while extend it to 30H. 

🎧Easy Reset & Touch Control One key to reset the bluetooth earbuds by simply pressing the button on the bottom of charging

case. Smart touch control also makes it convenient for you to answer/hang up calls, play/pause, switching tracks. full touch control

and easy operation make your lifestyle convenient. 

👆FAST AUTO PAIRING AND IPX6 WATERPROOF - Forget complicated pairing procedures, our smart wireless earbuds will

automatically connect to your device once you take them out of the case after pairing for the �rst time. They're a great choice for

exercise enthusiasts because the IPX6 material can withstand your sweatiest workouts and save you from rain. 

⚡PACKAGE DETAILS AND BUY WITH CONFIDENCE - You'll get a pair of true wireless earbuds, a charging case, a Type-C charging

cable (wall charger not included) and a detailed manual. Each product is equipped with 12 months after-sales service, any questions

about the product will be answered within 24 hours after your inquiry.
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